Since the US Supreme Court rendered its decision in *IBP v. Alvarez*¹ some employers that permit their employees to commute between home and work in an employer-provided vehicle have been the target of suits alleging that the employer must pay for the time the employee spends commuting. In these cases, employees have argued that because they perform “principal” activities at home either before or after their commute, and because they are driving an employer-provided vehicle, their commute to and from work is part of their continuous workday and must be compensated. The rule of law in these cases is simple. Employees need not be compensated for the time they spend commuting in employer-provided vehicles so long as the following three conditions are met:

1. The employer and employee have an agreement regarding the employee’s use of the employer’s vehicle for commuting;
2. The employee’s travel to his or her job site(s) is within his or her normal commuting area; and
3. The activities the employees perform before or after their commute are “incidental” to their use of the employer’s vehicle for commuting.

The application of the rule can become more difficult, depending on the nature of the duties the employee performs at home either before or after his or her commute.

Under federal law, the statute that is determinative of the issue is the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the amendments made to the FLSA pursuant to the Portal-to-Portal Act (the Portal Act) and the Employee Commuting Flexibility Act (ECFA).²

**THE FLSA AND THE PORTAL ACT**

Congress passed the FLSA in 1938.³ Generally, the FLSA requires employers to pay an employee for all hours worked by the employee on the employer’s behalf.⁴ The FLSA did not define what constitutes “work,” but rather left the meaning of the word for courts to decide.

In 1946, the US Supreme Court rendered its decision in *Anderson v. Mt. Clemens Pottery*.⁵ The *Anderson* court, among other things, held that the time employees spend walking from the time clock (after punching in) to their first job station of the day was compensable.⁶ Because most employers did not pay their employees for the time they spent traveling to their first principal activity of the day, the *Anderson* decision caused a flood of litiga-
Congress quickly responded by passing the Portal Act in 1947. The original Portal Act provided:

(a) Activities not compensable.

Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, no employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for or on account of any of the following activities of such employee engage in or after 1947—

(1) walking, riding or traveling to and from the actual place of performance of the principal activity or activities which such employee is employed to perform, and

(2) activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to said principal activities, which occur either prior to the time on any particular workday at which such employee commences, or subsequent to the time on any particular workday at which he ceases, such principal activity or activities.

Thus, the Portal Act established that, not only was time spent commuting between home and work non-compensable under the FLSA, but also time spent traveling to/from an employee’s first/last principal job duty is also non-compensable. Regulations promulgated by the Department of Labor (DOL) under the Portal Act confirm this meaning by providing several examples of at-work travel that is non-compensable, such as time spent by mine workers traveling from the portal of the mine to the face of the mine. Regarding commuting time, the regulations state:

Home to work; ordinary situation.

An employee who travels from home before his regular workday, and returns to his home at the end of the workday is engaged in ordinary home to work travel which is a normal incident of employment. This is true whether he works at a fixed location or at different job sites. Normal travel from home to work is not worktime.

Thus, the time an employee spends driving between his home and his normal job site(s) is generally not compensable.

The Regulations promulgated under the Portal Act also clarified that any work conducted during the “workday,” defined as the period between the commencement and completion of an employee’s principal activity or activities, remained compensable. Courts and the DOL have defined “principal activities” broadly to include all activities that the employee is “employed to perform.” Thus, many work-related activities have been deemed “principal activities” giving rise to the start (or end) of the workday.

THE EMPLOYEE COMMUTING FLEXIBILITY ACT

In the years following the Portal Act, a substantial amount of litigation again evolved regarding whether commuting time was compensable if either:

1. It occurred in an employer-provided vehicle; or

2. It immediately followed or preceded the performance of principal activities at home.

Some courts concluded that, when the vehicle was necessary to the performance of the employee’s duties (i.e., contained tools and equipment) at the job site, the delivery of the vehicle itself was a “principal activity” and therefore compensable work. Other courts concluded that if the employee performed no work while commuting in an employer-provided vehicle, the time was non-compensable. Some courts concluded that the drive time in an employer-owned vehicle was compensable because the employee performed certain principal activities before leaving home. Other courts concluded preliminary activities performed at home did not convert a subsequent commute into compensable time.

Between 1994 and 1996, the DOL issued a series of opinion letters regarding the compensability of time spent commuting between home and work in employer-provided vehicles. The first letter, dated August 5, 1994, stated that if the employee was required to drive the vehicle and if the employee was required to call a dispatcher from home to receive his first assignment, then the commuting time would be compensable work. However, on April 3, 1995, the DOL retracted its August 5, 1994, opinion letter and opined that commuting time in an employer-provided vehicle would not be compensable if:

1. The employee voluntarily agreed to drive the employer’s vehicle;
2. The employer’s vehicle was a normal commuting vehicle;
3. The employee incurred no extra expense from driving the employer’s vehicle; and
4. The employee’s work sites were within the employee’s normal commuting area.

Then on November 20, 1995, the DOL issued another opinion letter stating drive time in an employer-provided vehicle would be compensable if the employer required the employee to drive the vehicle.

In 1996, Congress acted to resolve the confusion created by the conflicting court decisions and DOL Opinion Letters by amending the Portal Act with the Employee Commuting Flexibility Act (ECFA). With the ECFA amendment, the Portal Act now provides:

(a) Activities not compensable.

Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, no employer shall be subject to any liability or punishment under the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 . . . on account of the failure of such employer to pay an employee minimum wages, or to pay an employee overtime compensation, for or on account of any of the following activities of such employee engage in or after 1947—

(1) walking, riding or traveling to and from the actual place of performance of the principal activity or activities which such employee is employed to perform, and

(2) activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to said principal activities, which occur either prior to the time on any particular workday at which such employee commences, or subsequent to the time on any particular workday at which he ceases, such principal activity or activities. For purposes of the subsection, the use of an employer’s vehicle for travel by an employee and activities performed by an employee which are incidental to the use of such vehicle for commuting shall not be considered part of the employee’s principal activities if the use of such vehicle for travel is within the normal commuting area for the employer’s business or establishment and the use of the employer’s vehicle is subject to an agreement on the part of the employer and the employee or representative of the employee.

Thus ECFA clarified that time spent commuting between home and work sites in an employer-provided vehicle is non-compensable if:

1. There is an agreement between the employer and employee regarding the employee’s use of the vehicle; and
2. The employee is traveling within his or her normal commuting area.

This is true even if employees are performing “principal” activities that are “incidental” to their use of the employer-provided vehicle before or after their commute.

ECFA’S AGREEMENT REQUIREMENT

Under ECFA the “agreement” between the employer and employee regarding use of the employer’s vehicle need not be a formal, written one; even an informal understanding between the parties will constitute an “agreement” under the Act.

Moreover, the “agreement” under ECFA need not be voluntary. The legislative history for ECFA confirms Congress: (1) specifically rejected a proposal that the “agreement” must be voluntary; and (2) concluded instead that employers may compel employees to commute in employer owned vehicles as a condition of employment.

Courts interpreting ECFA have repeatedly confirmed that so long as an understanding has been reached with regard to the use of the employer’s vehicle, ECFA’s “agreement” requirement has been satisfied.

ECFA’S “NORMAL COMMUTE” REQUIREMENT

Under the FLSA, an employee’s “normal” commute is the distance the employee normally travels from home to work, even if the employee travels to different job sites. Courts interpreting the meaning of “normal commute” under the FLSA have given it a very broad definition. In Kavanaugh, a refrigerator and utility mechanic alleged he was due wages for time he spent commuting from his home to his service area, which covered part of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. Despite the fact that the plaintiff sometimes commuted seven to eight hours per day, the Kavanaugh court held his travel time was non-compensable because it was within the “normal travel” contemplated by the employment relationship:
We interpret ‘normal travel’ as used in [29 C.F.R. § 785.35] to refer to the time normally spent by a specific employee traveling to work. The term does not represent an objective standard of how far most workers commute or how far they may be reasonably expected to commute. Instead, it represents a subjective standard, defined by what is usual within the confines of a particular employment relationship. This construction is consistent with the overall regulatory scheme and with the interpretation given by other courts and the Department of Labor itself when confronted with similar cases.27

The legislative history for ECFA establishes that “normal commute” under the amendment has the same meaning it always has had under the FLSA. Legislators rejected invitations to establish time or mileage limits for the “normal” commute and opted instead to define “normal commute” as the Kavanaugh court had:

“There are a variety of problems in trying to establish a specific mileage limit. Differences between urban, suburban and rural locations make a relationship between the distance traveled and the time involved impossible. Employees may reside outside the service area where they are employed and employers may or may not maintain a physical establishment in the service area.”28

Accordingly, for the purposes of ECFA, the employee’s “normal commuting area” is whatever the employer and employee agreed to in the context of any particular employment relationship.

ECFA’S “INCIDENTAL ACTIVITY” REQUIREMENT

ECFA itself does not expressly define what constitutes an activity “incidental” to the use of the employer’s vehicle for commuting.29 However, the legislative history of ECFA provides a non-exhaustive list of the types of duties that should be deemed “incidental” to the use of the employer’s vehicle for commuting. Those duties include vehicle inspections, communicating with an employer to receive assignments or to report work progress, and transporting tools and equipment.30

Prior to ECFA, some of these activities may have been considered “principal activities” that would begin the compensable workday.31 However, to accommodate commuting in employer-provided vehicles, the Legislature made these duties “non-principal” activities as a matter of law. ECFA expressly states that “activities performed by an employee which are incidental to the use of such vehicle for commuting shall not be considered part of the employee’s principal activities.”32 Because the duties cannot be principal activities, they cannot mark the beginning or end of the work day.33 Consequently, any commuting that immediately precedes or follows a principal activity is not compensable travel within the workday.

THE IBP DECISION AND ECFA

In 2005, the US Supreme Court revisited the issue of what constitutes a “principal activity” sufficient to begin the workday in the context of the Portal Act. In that case, a class of meat packing employees claimed that they were entitled to be compensated for the time they spent walking to their first meat cutting assignment of the day after donning protective gear, as well as time spent walking to the locker room at the end of the day to doff the protective gear. The employer argued that travel occurring immediately after donning protective gear and immediately before doffing the protective gear was non-compensable “travel” under the Portal Act. The Supreme Court concluded that the donning and doffing of the protective gear was integral and indispensable to the performance of the employees’ meat cutting duties, and consequently, the donning and doffing were “principal activities” that marked the beginning and end of the workday.

Lawsuits have been filed asserting that, since the IBP decision, the compensability of travel time under ECFA has been called into question. Specifically, litigants have argued that if they perform duties at home that are integral and indispensable to their performance of their job duties generally, any intervening travel time in an employer-provided vehicle must be compensable. This argument must fail for two reasons.

First, under the principles of checks and balances, the Legislature is empowered to create the laws, and courts can only interpret the meaning of the laws. Therefore, ECFA governs the compensability of commuting time in an employer-provided vehicle; the IBP decision does not and cannot.

Second, through ECFA Congress established that certain activities cannot, as a matter of law, constitute “principal activities.” Specifically, the Legislature concluded that any activity “incidental” to using the employer’s vehicle for commuting cannot be a principal activity. As discussed above, “incidental” activities include, at a minimum, conducting vehicle inspections, communicating about work assignments, and transporting tools. This is not an exhaustive list. What additional activities constitute “incidental” activities will likely be determined on a case-by-case basis. At this point, courts have not yet been called upon to define the scope of activities that may be classified as “incidental” under ECFA.
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